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Agenda

1. The problem & 3 observations about the “Perf/Cap Gap”

2. Detailed demonstration of intelligent analysis technology

3. Force multiplier / Assessing analytics maturity

4. Questions / Offer 
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The Mainframe Skills Gap

• Definition:  Skilled Staff Required > Available Skilled Staff

• Prevalence:

Source: “Mind the Gap” Survey 2 years ago by SHARE & IBM Systems Magazine

http://www.share.org/blog/mind-the-gap-mainframe-skills-infographic

Need for Mainframe 
Skills Increasing as
Mainframers Retire

Change in Mainframe 
Workloads Over 
the Next 5 Years

Biggest Hurdle to Solving 
Mainframe Skills Shortage

http://www.share.org/blog/mind-the-gap-mainframe-skills-infographic
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Why the Biggest Hurdles are Indeed Problematic

1. Recruiting experienced staff

• Low barrier for others to recruit better

• Costs and time to hire go up 

• There is a point of diminishing 
returns as retirements continue

2. Recruit and Train inexperienced staff

• Training costs

• Time to productivity, takes productive time away from mentors

• Risk of not getting productive or recruited elsewhere after trained up

➢ Qualified Expertise is what matters, not just attracting bodies
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How the Perf/Cap Gap Differs from Larger MF Gap

1. Smaller Numbers

• Perf/Cap teams are single or double digits

• App Dev teams can be in the thousands

2. But Outsized Impact 

• If you lose 5 app developers it is not catastrophic

• Lose a few performance team members and it could be

3. Depth of Expertise and Time Required to be Effective

• Programming in a different language is not rocket science

• Mastering complex infrastructure performance is much harder, longer

➢ Perf/Cap Expertise is More Difficult and Takes Much Longer
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6 Signs you are Already Short on Perf/Cap Experts

1. Production problems take too long to diagnose

2. Production problems are not proactively predicted and prevented

3. Problem resolution often requires outside vendor help 

4. Only one expert for parts of the infrastructure that are critical

5. No time for the new ways to optimize MSU-based software costs

6. Difficulty testing infrastructure performance of new app releases

➢ Important Perf/Cap Tasks are Already very Difficult or Infeasible
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Logical Conclusions from our 3 Observations

➢ Qualified expertise is what matters, not just attracting bodies

➢ Perf/Cap expertise is more difficult and takes much longer

➢ Important Perf/Cap tasks are already very difficult or infeasible

• Recruiting & training is needed, but will not solve the problem

• More work than workers dictates employing technology as a 
force multiplier – far cheaper to give them backhoes than shovels

“Spoons, not Shovels” – In 1960 Economist Milton Friedman visited a foreign worksite 
building a canal. He was shocked to see the workers using shovels and asked why they 
weren’t using backhoes. The government bureaucrat explained: “You don’t understand. 
This is a jobs program.” Milton replied: “Oh, I thought you were trying to build a canal. 

If it’s jobs you want, then you should give these workers spoons, not shovels.”
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Demonstration of Force Multiplier Technology
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5 Key Attributes of a Perf/Cap GAP Solution

1. Speed:  Fast and Current

‒ Time to answers; up-to-date support of new technology, data types, best practices

2. Usability:  Visual and Interactive

‒ Multi-dimensional normalization and visualizations, comparisons, navigation

3. Intelligence:  Predictive and Contextual

‒ Diagnostic, Predictive, Prescriptive for your apps on your infrastructure configuration 

‒ Good/Bad assessed for forensics, current problems, AND future problems 

4. Versatility:  Expanded Application

‒ Deeper exploitation of data delivers feasible expansion of benefits to new areas

• application workload segmentation, agile app performance testing, chargeback/showback, etc.

5. Agility:  Cloud and Collaborative 

‒ no maintenance, plus access to specialists; 
‒ cross-functional knowledge sharing/visibility among teams
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(1) Speed: Fast and Current

• Intuitive, GUI-based interface makes data easily accessible

‒ Enables analysis to begin quickly, without the need to write 
programs or other methods requiring extended time to master

‒ Easy access to explore data expedites learning

• Support for emerging data types provides insights required 
to manage the associated technologies

‒ Eliminates need to invest resources developing own programs to 
process and report on new data sources

‒ Challenges finding skills or time often result in significant gaps 
in visibility into data required to support newer technologies
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(2) Usability: Visual and Interactive

• Easy visibility to data boosts learning and productivity and 
surfaces issues otherwise difficult to identify

‒ Gain insights made apparent by the data

‒ View relationships between metrics

‒ Determine if observed values represent “normal” or “anomaly”

‒ Identify patterns and trends

‒ Integrate separate data sources to present new insights
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(2) Usability: Visual and Interactive (cont.)

• Flexible drilldown capability expedites learning curve

‒ Can select alternative analytical paths based on current display

‒ Though inexperienced analyst may not know precisely what to 
look for, he or she can begin exploring with minimal effort

‒ Cost of going down "wrong path" is minimal

• Immense difference in analytical effectiveness between:

‒ Leveraging drilldowns to logically connected metrics accessible 
with a click, and

‒ Analysis done through accessing a catalog of static reports
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(3) Intelligence: Predictive and Contextual

• Identify key metrics to answer “where should I start looking?”

‒ Out of dozens or more available for most areas

‒ Consolidate into a single view or limited number of views

• Automatically assess “good” and “bad” conditions for those 
key metrics and rate the severity of the assessed condition.

‒ Indicates issues that may warrant further investigation

• Identify current or potential risks to production application 
availability due to thousands of z/OS infrastructure elements
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(4) Versatility: Expanded Application

• Deliver new, meaningful metrics derived from raw SMF data

• Enable application view of infrastructure resources (e.g., CF)
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• Cloud solution offers rapid 
startup and no ongoing
product support effort

• Single integrated interface 
enables collaboration with
other mainframe disciplines

(5) Agility: Cloud and Collaborative
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IntelliMagic Vision Systems Module – Overview

Classic

• CEC, LPAR, 4HRA (70)

• Real Storage, Paging (71)

• WLM (72)

• Channels (73)

• CF, XCF, FICON Dir. (74)

• Page Datasets (75)

• Virtual Storage (78)

• Addr Space, Showback (30)

• TCP/IP (119)

• System Logger (88)

• MQ (115)

Emerging

• zIIP SMT (70)

• Transaction (72)

• PCIe/zEDC (74)

• SCM (Flash) (74)

• SCRT/Usage (89, 30)

• LPAR Topology (99)

• Processor Cache (113)

• Crypto (70)

• Serialization (72)

• Enqueue (77)
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Conclusions, Offer
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Force Multiplier Technology for The Perf/Cap Team 

• Technology that enables more to be 
accomplished with less human effort

• Smart Strategy for:

‒ Current experts:  Empower them with a force multiplier

‒ New staff:  Accelerate time to productivity with a force multiplier

• Where is your fulcrum?  

‒ If your RMF/SMF solution relies on a catalogue of static reports, 
your fulcrum is far right, requiring inordinate amounts of effort

‒ Predictive work simply cannot be done with antiquated technology 

• It is not the team’s fault!
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Force Multiplier Technology for the Perf/Cap Team

Gartner’s analytics maturity model:   • Even large sites are still using shovel-
era technology (not even on chart)

• You don’t need a new “reporting tool”.
• Already have more reports than the 

team can manually look at / interpret

• “Humans are for questions, machines 
are for answers”  (K. Kelly)

• The same built-in, automated expert 
knowledge enables answers at all 4 
analytics maturity levels

• Automate the tedious things your 
experts have to do – give them 
intelligence, not data or static reports! 
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5 Perf/Cap Problem Areas Mature Analytics Solves

1. Speed:  Fast and Current

‒ Problem:  Finding answers about what happened takes too long.  Supporting new 
infrastructure and data types is hard.  Proactive and predictive analysis not feasible.  

2. Usability:  Visual and Interactive

‒ Problem:  Physical, virtual, logical infrastructure shared resources are very difficult to 
tie together and navigate to understand application performance problems.

3. Intelligence:  Predictive and Contextual

‒ Problem:  Understanding what the measurement data means in the context of the 
infrastructure running it takes great expertise and time from different silos

4. Versatility:  Expanded Application

‒ Problem:  it takes so much time and expertise that the data is not used for important 
purposes like predictive analysis, DevOps performance testing, etc.

5. Agility:  Cloud and Collaborative – Problem: Difficult access, maintenance, sharing
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Poll on the analytics maturity
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Offer to See it With Your Data

Purpose:
‒ See new visibility and automated analysis created by IntelliMagic 

Vision, including difficult to see MLC reduction opportunities

Process:
‒ Send IntelliMagic data (one person for about half a day)

‒ IntelliMagic experts load, analyze, prepare presentation for you 

‒ Present results to your team (usually two hours) 

‒ Team can logon to further explore the new analytics for your site 

Cost: No charge for qualified sites in North America
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Questions

Would you like more information about specific areas?

Intellimagic.com/MLC

Intellimagic.com/Transactions

Intellimagic.com/WLM

Intellimagic.com/zEDC

Intellimagic.com/CF

Intellimagic.com/Disk

Intellimagic.com/Tape

Or contact us with any questions or feedback:  

Phone: +1 214.432.7920   Email: brent.phillips@intellimagic.com

http://www.intellimagic.com/MLC
http://www.intellimagic.com/transactions
http://www.intellimagic.com/WLM
http://www.intellimagic.com/zEDC
http://www.intellimagic.com/CF
http://www.intellimagic.com/Disk
http://www.intellimagic.com/tape
mailto:brent.phillips@intellimagic.com

